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MESSAGE OF THE INCOMING PRESIDENT
To the Members of the Denver Bar Association:
The editor has requested
"a brief statement announcing acceptance of the office
and policies."
I accept the office.
It has been said that
lawyers do not take as prominent a part in matters affecting the general public as
formerly. If the statement
be true, lawyers are shirking
an obligation. Science teaches
us that progress is achieved
through change, that change
is one 'of the basic laws of
nature. History discloses that,
in general, change in munici.pal and governmental matters
is most beneficent when normal, gradual, and thoughtful.
The lawyer, by training and
experience, is peculiarly well
fitted to be of assistance in
and to counsel wisely upon
ROBERT E. MORE
matters of this nature when
restiveness, an awareness of
certain limitations in our existing social structure, and often actual want
prompt the proposal of too hasty and drastic innovations. It is my
hope that the lawyers of Denver may lend more and more assistance in
a non-polirical way, upon matters affecting the public, both municipal
and state. If Denver lawyers are to assist in these public matters, activities should be group, rather than individual ones.
But the Denver Bar Association cannot function efficiently unless
its work is the effort of the entire Association, rather than that of its
officers and committees alone. Existing members become indifferent,
and new members cannot be secured unless the meetings of the Associai'on continue to be interesting and instructive. For us as lawyers,
law and its related subjects are, in general, our vocations and avocations.
The incoming administration will endeavor to make every meeting
one that lawyers will wish to attend. This can be accomplished, as
was proved by Mr. Blount, by selecting informed speakers and topics
of interest to Denver lawyers. If the speakers thus selected develop concisely their topics, the meetings will be interesting to the members. If
the activities of the Association also recognize the importance of public
service the Association will more completely play its part in our community life.
ROBERT E. MORE.
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THE RETIRING PRESIDENT SAYS:
I am very grateful to
the members of the Denver
Bar Association for permitting me to serve as President,
not only on account of their
indicated good will, friendship and confidence, but because my experience as President has been altogether delightful. It has disclosed interesting facts not before fully
understood by me. Among
these are, that through the
increasing proportion of the
lawyers of Denver who have
become members during the
last several years and the correspondingly increased interest of the members in the activities of the Association, its
prestige has developed to the
extent that it is now recognized as one of the outstanding local Bar Associations in
the United States, and it is
beginning to be appreciated
as a body unselfishly devoted
G. DEXTER BLOUNT
to the promotion of the best
interests not only of the lawyers but also of the community. Another
fact is that the members as a whole are keenly alert in rendering whatever services they are called upon to render, as members of committees
and otherwise.
They have responded willingly and well to every
request.
I have nothing but praise for the chairmen of the various committees. Lack of space prevents my mentioning them individually, or
my reviewing their accomplishments, which I would like very much to
do. I can only say that each of them has performed his duties enthusiastically, conscientiously and efficiently. I regret that the programs
toward the end of the administration were so crowded that it was
impossible to have all of the chairmen make complete reports at the
luncheon meetings. Such reports would have been very informative.
In selecting Robert E. More as the new President the members
have chosen one in whom full confidence can be reposed and who will
give his time ably and unstintingly in further developing the influence
and effectiveness of the Association. I hope and believe that by the
end of his administration the Association will have advanced further in
its worthy objectives than ever before.
Vale!
G. DEXTER BLOUNT.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE NRA
By EDWARD V. DUNKLEE, of the Denver Bar,
Chairman of the State Recovery Board

I

HAVE read with much interest the article by my
esteemed friend, Frazer Arnold, Esquire, of the Denver
Bar, entitled "Can NRA Be Made Constitutional?" in
the June DICTA, and since my interest has been particularly
turned along this line, I wish to make a few comments in
answer thereto.
First, let me say as a lawyer that Mr. Arnold has handled
his side of the question in a masterful manner, and I submit
that if there is any disagreement with him that it should be
upon the larger basis of the welfare of the American people as
a whole rather than upon a technical discussion of the law
involved, and I will endeavor to discuss the question from this
viewpoint.
In other words, in discussing the NRA and similar projects under the "New Deal" we must not forget that they were
inaugurated as emergency measures to tide a desperate people
over a desperate situation. That on March 4, 1933, the
banks throughout the country were closed; the ex-service men
were marching upon Washington in search of employment
and were being driven out of their nation's capital at the
point of the bayonet; business houses of great magnitude were
falling upon all sides about the heads of our people as though
the columns were being pushed out from under them by a
mighty, invisible Samson; there were visible expressions on
every hand of the most violent and widespread depression and
panic that ever beset this country; the collapse and failure of
the stock market had reached its culmination and values had
shrunk beyond believable proportions; literally millions of
men, women and children were roaming the streets and highways looking for work and begging bread, and the country
was on that same verge of desperation that preceded the
222
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storming of the Bastile in Paris. Something had to be done
by the new administration, and it had to be done quickly.
Transfusions of encouragement had to be injected into business, and in short everything possible had to be done to defend
the country against fascism, communism and revolution,
which were brewing just under the surface of our civilization.
Is it small wonder, then, that some of the measures proposed
went technically beyond the powers granted in the constitution? The question arises as in Bible times-was the Sabbath made for man, or man for the Sabbath, and, paraphrasing, was the constitution made for the American people or the
American people for the constitution? No one respects the
power, force and almost divine wisdom expressed in the constitution than the writer, or for that matter any lawyer
should who understands the inspiring background and conditions under which it was written. But as I have said, the
NRA and similar measures were instituted and promulgated
to tide over perilous times, and whether or not they are strictly
constitutional they have performed the greatest possible service of averting revolution and in assisting in bringing back at
least a semblance of prosperity and order.
Many of the underlying principles and purposes of the
NRA are desirable and wholly humane and should be retained
in our structure of laws. For instance, the abolition of child
labor at one stroke of the pen is one of the mightiest examples
of successful humane advancement ever witnessed, and the
minimum wage for women was another feature whose benefits
cannot be gainsaid. In fact there were so many valuable features in the law that the various states, including Colorado,
are making an effort to continue the spirit of the NRA, and
business on every hand is realizing that it needs its principles
of fair play to appeal to the public. Senate Bill 171, which
was passed at the last Legislature, provides, by voluntary
methods, to save the spirit of the NRA. Certainly it is creditable, both to industry and labor, that they desire to get
together upon some common meeting ground to iron out their
difficulties and to prevent disputes and strikes and bloodshed,
so disastrous to the public welfare. The meat of that Senate
Bill so passed is expressed in one paragraph, which guides the
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action of the Colorado State Recovery Board, and which reads
as follows:
"Upon application to the Board by one or more trade or industrial
associations or groups, the Board shall approve or prescribe a code or
codes of fair competition for the trade or industry or subdivision thereof
represented by the applicant or applicants. If the Board, after such
hearings as it may deem necessary, finds that such associations or groups
impose no inequitable restrictions for admission to memberships therein
and are truly representative of such trades or industries or subdivisions
thereof, and that such code or codes are not designed to promote monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small enterprises, and will not operate to
discriminate against them, and will tend to effectuate the policy of this
Act," etc.

It can be seen by the above that the whole structure now

is a matter of volition and agreement and arbitration, which
after all is the noblest exercise of a civilized community.
The industry or trade comes to the Board (which consists of one member who represents the public and the
consumer, one member who represents labor, and a third
member who is appointed by each industry or trade to sit on
the cases in which that industry or trade is concerned) voluntarily and presents its proposed code of fair competition for
approval or disapproval or suggested change. On one side of
the table sits industry with its problems, on the other side sits
labor with its aims, and the public sits between them to advise
with both for the benefit of the consumer. The committeeman who represents the industry must be truly representative,
and selected by at least 80 per cent of that industry, while
the other members of that industry must be notified and have
their day in court upon the *proposedcode. Labor also has its
notice and its day in court. The points of disagreement are
ironed out as best they can be by compromise and a system of
give and take, and the final draft made satisfactory to all three
interests around the table.
In conclusion, then, if nothing more than this spirit of
fair play and consideration of the other fellow has come out
of the NRA the effort has not been in vain, and if we look at
the NRA from the broad viewpoint of the welfare of the
American people we cannot feel unkindly toward its objects,
its purposes, and its accomplishments.

THE CLERK OF THE UNITED STATES
DISTRICT COURT
Chief Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the
United States for the District of Colorado, offers the following
observations with relation to the Bar and Clerk.

WILLIAM GRAF,

T THE Tenth Annual Meeting of the Federal Court
Clerks' Association held at Chicago, Illinois, the Honorable James H. Wilkerson of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, sitting at
Chicago, had the following to say in addressing the convention:
"The clerk is so closely connected with the court and
with the work of the court, that I feel, and I think we really
all feel, that you are a part of the official family. The clerk is
the instrument through which the court communicates with
the outside world. The court may talk a good deal from the
bench, and deliver opinions, but it is only through the clerk
that we have our real communication with those who have
business to transact in the courts.
"You record for all time not only the good things that
we do, but you crystallize and perpetuate our errors as well.
The clerk is the recording angel of the court, so to speak,
although, quite unlike the poetic recording angel, it is impossible for you to drop a tear when the court commits an error,
and blot it out forever.
"The business of the courts has grown to such an extent
during the last decade, and the work of the clerk's office has so
increased, that you have a real problem of business efficiency
on your hands. The proper assembling and keeping of the
files, getting them in such shape that the public may have
easy access thereto, the prompt and accurate recording of documents received, the arrangement of the dockets in such a way
that the business of the court may be expeditiously handledall of these things are matters which call for executive ability.
So the problem of the clerk's office now is not merely a matter
of going around to the judge and getting his advice, as they
used to do in the old days, but it is a matter of running an
up-to-date business office. You cannot decide our cases for
us. we have to make our own orders; but you can handle the
225
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great volume of business in such a way that there is as little
friction as possible between the court and those who have
business in the court.
"As I say, it is primarily a matter of business organization, the same that any business office has, to transact the
business of the office with as little waste energy as possible,
and have the work done as accurately as it is possible to do it,
and then have it as freely accessible to the public as it is possible for it to be.
"I have no particular suggestion to make to you. I
think that the judges could do a good many things, if they
would exercise their authority, to relieve the clerks of a good
deal of unnecessary work. But as I say, that is our problem.
I think the whole system of court records, which is an ancient
and antiquated system carried down through the centuries,
could be revised and remodeled in such a way that the volume
of the court records would be very materially reduced."
And in this connection the Honorable Benjamin P. Merrick then addressed the meeting upon the subject:
What the Bar Expects of a Clerk's Office
"At the outset of these very general remarks I must take
some liberties with the topic assigned to me. That topic implies either that the bar-that notoriously individualistic
group, which seems so prone to disagree from habit-has
formulated its collective expectations of the clerk's office into
some sort of code which I must lay before you; or it implies
that, in the absence of such a code I am to indulge in the presumptuous effort to say what are the undisclosed thoughts of
thousands of lawyers upon the subject.
"So far as I know, the bar has never formulated its views
of what should be its relations with the office of the Clerk of
a Federal Court, or of any other court, for that matter. In
the absence of such a collective expression by the profession
I am as impotent to voice it for the bar as I would be to proclaim the bar's expectations in respect to, let us say, the 18th
Amendment.
"Not being a clairvoyant, and not having been able to
resort to laborious research--or a sort of Literary Digest poll
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-to learn the views of the bar upon the subject assigned to
me, I must disclaim all spokesmanship, and confine myself to
my own very general opinions, NOT as to what the bar
EXPECTS, but what it may reasonably expect, of the office
of Clerk of a Federal Court.
"Having in one respect thus narrowed the topic, I propose, by your leave, to broaden it in another. The topic is
one-sided. It omits, perhaps through courtesy, any reference
to what the clerk and his assistants may reasonably expect
from practitioners who deal with the office. The subject matter is, however, essentially one of mutual relationship; and
hence some slight reference later to the proper attitude of the
attorney to the clerk may not be irrelevant.
"The clerk of a court of justice is an officer of the court,
entrusted with the custody and proper use of its seal and with
the keeping and custody of its records. He is charged with
highly important duties in furtherance of an orderly and efficient operation of the machinery of justice. The fact that
most of his duties are ministerial does not lessen their importance, which has been recognized as vital since the earliest days
of the English courts. The calling of a clerk of a court of
importance is a HIGH calling, a fact which may helpfully be
borne in mind by clerk and attorney alike.
"The foregoing applies peculiarly to the members of this
association, for not even the most zealous advocate of States'
Rights would deny that the courts of the United States are of
first importance in our judicial system.
"Moreover, owing to the manner of your appointment,
you are individually something more than a ministerial
appendage thrust upon the court by the fortunes of the ballot
box. Deriving your office from the bench itself, you may
justly feel yourselves to be an integral part of the Federal
judicial system, and as sharing in the honorable responsibility
which participation in the working of that system implies.
"In discussing what practitioners at the bar may reasonably expect of the Federal court clerk, it is, I fear, much easier
to contribute truisms and self-evident platitudes than constructive ideas.
"Thus, it may be obviously expected of the clerk that
he shall live up to his oath of office: 'truly and faithfully to
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enter and record all the orders, decrees, judgments and proceedings' of the court, and 'faithfully and impartially to discharge and perform all of the duties of his office according to
the best of his abilities and understandings.' The traits of
accuracy, fidelity and impartiality emphasized in this oath are
taken for granted as part of the basic equipment of the clerk.
And, as suggested in the oath, he is expected to handle the job
not PERFECTLY, but according to the best of his abilities
and understanding. Perhaps, however, it is not unreasonable
to expect the clerk of court to strive somewhat POSITIVELY (that is to say, over and beyond the absorption
of day-to-day experiences), to increase those abilities and that
understanding, so that his BEST will become steadily better.
Please believe that this is not said paternally. The observation is largely selfish, for the candid lawyer will admit that in
countless ways he relies upon the technical knowledge of the
clerk and his staff, and the wiser they are about their own
job, the fewer the pitfalls into which the practitioner will
tumble-always assuming a human and generous attitude on
the part of the clerk in the matter of helpful suggestion. Of
course there are lawyers who know it all; but there are many
who don't, QUITE, when it comes to details of Federal practice in the clerk's office; and with these I should say that
increasing proficiency and learning on the part of the clerk
bulks very large as evidence of fitness.
"Another axiomatic requirement of the office is that it
should be efficiently organized and operated. If I am charged
with being trite on this point, I cheerfully admit it. 'Efficiency'-that much overworked and rather elastic term-is
what we all strive for more or less successfully; and I have no
doubt that the body represented here could give the great
majority of law offices many a lesson in efficient office organization and operation, on the purely mechanical routine side.
Take the matter of the files, say in a voluminous equity case
of long duration. Generally speaking, I would gamble on the
clerk's file being in better order than the files of counsel in the
case at any given moment; that is, unless the clerk's file had
been recently disarranged by visitation of some lawyer bent
on research. But granting, as I think we lawyers should, that
we can teach the modern clerk's office NOTHING about or-
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derly keeping of records and files, the fact remains that for the
practitioner who consults them, well-kept files promote saving of time, economy of effort and accuracy of work, to say
nothing of the calming effect they have on the nerves, and the
solid impression of competency which they create.
"Promptness in handling matters, where time is precious
or of the essence, is another self-evident requirement of the
clerk's office, upon which little need be said. You all appreciate it. Where prompt action, ON THE DAY, must be
gotten at the price of overtime work, and the matter is urgent,
I think lawyers commend the office which performs the task
regardless of the clock. In many emergent matters the lawyer
cannot regulate his own time schedule. Resort to the judicial
machinery must be had quickly, even if the sun is setting. In
crises of that sort, he appreciates mightily co-operation by
court and clerk's office.
This spirit prevails in the District
Court at Denver to a marked degree.
"At the further risk of being trite, I may mention, as
one of the traits which members of the bar may justly expect
to find exemplified in the clerk's office, and usually do find, is
COURTESY. There is no reason why it should not be universally prevalent (and on BOTH sides of the counter) in
the dealings between men, each of whom is an officer of the
court. Each is oftentimes working under pressure and is
tempted to fall into shortness of manner which is nine times
out often only skin-deep. Each should be quick to recognize
the other's harassments and keep the dealings upon the plain
of mutual respect, consideration and good-will.
"The acid test of courtesy is found when total strangers
meet, for COURTESY IS AN ASSET. No man deserves
eulogy for being nice to his friends. But let a visiting attorney, in a strange city, apply to a court clerk for some information or service and the social qualities of each-the innate
courtesy or lack of it will at once appear.
"The office of clerk should, and I venture to say usually
does, somewhat match, or reflect, the degree of dignity possessed by the particular court to which it is an adjunct. In a
lesser, but still measurable way, the pitch, or general tone, of
a clerk's office is determined by the importance of the matters
passing through the court and the general type or calibre of
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the persons who come into contact with the office. Invidious
comparisons between courts of low and high degree are not
here remotely intended. My point is that one usually finds
that the atmosphere of the office of the clerk of a given court
partakes of the atmosphere of that court. I think that this
should be so; and that it is one of the earmarks of the competent clerk, that he maintains his office upon a plane of dignity and courtesy comparable with that of the court which
he serves, coupled with the right admixture of simplicity and
informality. I think it may be true that the conditions favorable to the existence of this atmosphere of which I speak are
perhaps more often to be found in the vicinity of the appellate
courts than elsewhere. And I realize that the mere fact that
the District Courts of the United States are co-ordinate in
rank with each other does not make the environment and
clientele of the several clerks' offices homogeneous. It does
not take more than one visit to the office of the clerk of the
District Court in a large city to observe, not merely how
greatly the over-counter demands on the office exceed those in
a small city, but how different are the types of personsmembers of the bar-having business with the office. Undoubtedly the big-city clerk has problems of relationships
with the BAR found only in great centers of population
with a multitude of lawyers of every kind of character and
every degree of reliability. Owing to volume of business,
contacts must be delegated to a host of clerical assistants; and
personal acquaintance with the business visitor, which inevitably makes for smooth dealing, must be relatively infrequent
in the big-city office as compared with the small-city office
where the clerk and his few assistants soon get to know personally the greater portion of the lawyers in his district whose
practice brings them to his office.
"But notwithstanding the difficulties inherent in the bigcity problem, the clerk will be entitled to much praise if, so
far as humanly possible, by careful selection and training of
his subordinates, he keeps the tone of his office comparable
with that of his court, so that counsel who is a stranger
within the gates, for example, will feel as comfortable in dealing with his office as he feels in appearing before the equally
strange court in the next room.
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"I fear that I have not been able to offer much of concrete value in these few general observations. My excuse is
that I do not feel at all competent to present a technical manual to those who know far more about how to improve the
service than I can ever hope to learn.
"Neither have I said as much as might be about the part
the bar can and should play in co-operating for that improvement. Lawyers vary, at least as much as other humans.
Their technique, in matters coming within the ken of the
clerk, is far from uniform and too often, no doubt, a bit slipshod. Often this is due to a lack of understanding of the
local practice. They should be quick to recognize the desirability of a certain uniformity in matters of detail, and not be
too quick to attribute to arrogance what is after all but a
reasonable insistence upon rules and customs which experience
has shown to make for accuracy and smoothness of operation
of the judicial machine.
"Mutual understanding, forbearance and respect are the
keys to the problem of relationships between clerk's office and
the bar. Both the clerk and the attorney at the bar are officers
of the court. That fact of itself imposes, I like to think, the
obligation upon each to eliminate from their relations with
each other all that is petty, all that is hypercritical, all that is
beneath the dignity of the court which they serve."
OLD AGE FUND-COLORADO BAR ASSOCIATION
The last issue of the Legal Aid News Letter publishes the following item:
A FINE MEMORIAL
Alfred B. Benedict, who died recently in Cincinnati, left a will in
which the following residuary provision occurs: "To the Cincinnati
Bar Association one half (Y2) thereof, the principal to be kept as a
permanent endowment and the income only to be used for the purpose
of the Association for the relief of needy lawyers of Hamilton County,
Ohio, past sixty years of age, and for providing legal aid for the poor
and for promoting the cause of justice among men."
The Old Age Fund established by the Colorado Bar Association
three years ago is now actively operating under the direction of a Board
of Trustees consisting of Edward Ring, William E. Hutton and Wilbur

F. Denious.

Contributions of one dollar or more are asked from every Colorado
lawyer and may be sent to the Treasurer, Wilbur F. Denious, 832
Equitable Building, Denver.

'"Dictaphun_
THIS IS OLDER THAN HELL BUT VERY GOOD (FOR THE
EDITOR) AT THIS SEASON OF THE YEAR

By B. C. HILLIARD, JR.
Omar (Cassius) Garwood sent us this one but we substituted
our heading for his, which read "Page the Federal Securities Commission!" Meaning Foster Cline, no doubt.
"Learning that you are always interested in a good, live business
proposition and open for a good investment, we take the liberty of
presenting a most wonderful opportunity, and perhaps you will write
us by return mail telling us how much stock to reserve for you.
"The first 100,000 shares will be sold for $1.00 per share, and
after that they will take a big jump.
"The object of this company is to operate a large cat ranch at
or near Golden, Colorado, where land for the purpose can be bought
cheap. *
"To start with we shall collect, say 1,000,000 cats. Each cat
will average 12 kittens a year. The skins run from 10 cents for white
ones to 75 cents for pure black. Thi4 will give us 12,000,000 skins a
year to sell at an average of 30 cents each, making our revenue about
$10,000.00 a day gross.
"A man can skin 50 cats a day for $2.00. It will take 100 men
to operate the ranch, and therefore our net profit will be about
$9,800.00 a day.
"We will feed the cats on rats, and start a rat ranch next door.
The rats multiply four times as fast as the cats. 'If we start 1,000,000
rats we shall have, therefore, four rats a day for each cat, which is
plenty.
"Now then, we will feed the rats on the carcasses of the cats from
which the skins have been taken, giving each rat a fourth of a cat.
It will thus be seen that the business will be self-acting and automatic
all the way through. The cats will eat the rats, the rats will eat the
cats, and we will get the skins. Are you with us?
"Awaiting your prompt reply and trusting you will avail yourself of this wonderful opportunity, we remain.
"Very respectfully,
"SKINDECAT COMPANY."

*From Art Quaintance, I'll bet. I mean, we'll bet.
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ADVICE FROM GOOD OL' MISSISSIPPI
Mr. Heinemann of the District Court (Dunklee Heinemann, not
McDonough Heinemann) called our attention to Ashley v . Dalton, 81
So. (Miss.) 488. He tells us its use in argument was very effective in
his court not long ago but, alas, he failed to say on which side. A
choice excerpt follows:
"It would perhaps be useless to offer suggestions or counsel to a
man of the age of appellant, or to lay down any proposition that would
carry caution to the minds of people of his age and class, especially
when it comes from his junior in years if not in wisdom. Yet it might
be proper to remind others of his type that he who would trip the light
fantastic toe with the terpsichorean maid must contribute coin to the
man who extracts mystic music from the violin strings, or, in other
words, that pleasure must be paid for with the coin of the realm; and
to remind them of the truth expressed by a minor poet when he said:
'When of "dough" we get a batch,
The women make us toe the scratch.
'And he who courts and does not wed,
She will pull his leg in court instead.'
"Beware of the grass widow when her eyes beam love and the
shades are down low. She hypnotizes the reason, the soul escapes the
prison bars of discretion, and 'you float airily on golden clouds to rosy
lands of pleasure and joy.' Temporary bliss reigns supreme in the
palace of love; but in the end it creates mournful memories, heartaches,
remorse of conscience, and a burning desire to 'blot out the past.'
"Affirmed."
In the city of Cincinnati it is unlawful to throw confetti.

A Massachusetts law makes it illegal for a woman to appear in
public with her face powdered or rouged.

A New York law makes it illegal to have a gate that opens outward.
A Wisconsin law forbids the use of the phonograph.

Supreme Court Decisions
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION - TEMPORARY DISABILITY - PERMANENT DISABILITY-POWER OF COMMISSION TO REVIEW AWARD

-- Consolidated Coal and Coke Co. vs. Todoroff No. 13721Decided June 17, 1935-Opinion by Mr. Justice Hilliard.
A proceeding before the Industrial Commission; claimant prevailed there and the District Court affirmed the order. The employer
and insurer company sued in error.
1. Where it appears that prior to claimant's injury he had been
suffering from varicose veins in the injured leg, but that not until such
injury was he unable to work and that the injury evidently caused an
ulceration made worse by the varicose condition, such showing warranted the extended temporary disability found by the Commission,
and with reference to permanent disability there was sufficient new
evidence on rehearing to justify the Commission's modified findings.
2. The claim that the awards are not supported by the findings is
without merit.-Judgment affirmed.

CONTRACTS--WAGES-WHEN WAGES ARE DUE UNDER CONTRACT
TO PAY WHEN CONVENIENT-The Royal Tiger Mines Co. vs.

Abear--No. 13499-Decided June 17, 1935-Opinion by Mr.
Justice Young.
Mrs. Ahearn, as assignee of her husband, sued the Royal Tiger
Mines Co. for balance of wages earned by him, and had judgment
below.
The mining company being in financial difficulties, its employees,
including Ahearn, made a contract in substance that rather than have
the mine shut down they would continue and work, the company to
pay them 40% of their wages in cash or merchandise, and the remaining
60% to be paid whenever it was convenient for the mining company to
pay it.

1. Under such a contract it is not a contract for an indefinite
postponement for the time of payment but is an agreement to wait a
reasonable time for payment of the balance, and where more than seven
months lapsed after the last services were performed and before suit
was commenced, and; it appears that the company's financial condition
is such that to postpone time of payment further would jeopardize the
chance to collect it out of capital assets, and it further appears that the
work done by the wage earner has contributed to the capital assets of
the company, the Court below was justified in holding that the plaintiff
had waited a reasonable time and that the plaintiff was entitled to
recover under the contract.--Judgmentaffirmed.
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SCHOOLS--SCHOOL DISTRICT-POWER OF SCHOOL BOARD TO DisMISS TEACHER WITHOUT HEARING-Roe vs. Hanington et al.-

No. 13474-Decided June 17, 1935-Opinion by Mr. Justice
Campbell.
Miriam E. Roe had been a teacher in the public schools of the
City and County of Denver continuously for eight years when she
was dismissed by the Board of Education of the School District on the
ground of incompetency without any charges being filed and without
any hearing. The Court below denied application for writ of mandamus.
1. Under Section 8444, C. L. 1921, a teacher in a school district
having 20,000 or more inhabitants cannot be summarily dismissed unless charges in w.riting are filed with the secretary of the board, and the
teacher given, at least, thirty days' notice of the charges, and that the
teacher shall thereafter be entitled to a hearing upon the charges.Judgment reversed with directions to sustain the writ of mandamus and
reinstate the teacher.
FIXTURES-ATTACHMENT-OPTION OR CONTRACT OF SALE-Dierks

vs. Fischer-No. 13421-Decided March 25, 1935--Opinion by
Mr. Justice Holland.
1. Contract construed and held to be a mere option and not a
contract of sale.
2. Where removable machinery and equipment is placed on a
mining claim by holder of an option to purchase and option is not exercised, he has a right to remove the same and they do not become fixtures
which are a part of the realty where the option contract did not require
him to place improvements on the real estate and the act of installing
them was purely voluntary on his part.

3. The character of the occupancy is the determining feature
upon the question of the right to remove improvements.--Judgment
affirmed.
TAXATION-COUNTIES-TOWNS-LIABILITY
OF COUNTY-PROPERTY FOR SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT ASSESSMENT LEVIED BY TOWN

-Board of County Commissioners of County of Douglas us.
Town of Castle Rock-No. 13478-Decided June 10, 1935Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
The town of Castle Rock brought suit against the Board of
County Commissioners of Douglas County to recover the amount of
special assessment sewer tax which the town had levied upon the property of the County upon which the County Court house is situate.
The Court below overruled the general demurrer to the complaint and
entered judgment.
1. A municipality has power to levy special improvement taxes
on County property.--Judgment affirmed.
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EQUITABLE

LIEN-FORECLOSURE-ALTERATION

OF

DEED-RE-

SULTING TRUST-NOTICE-Valey State Bank vs. Dean et al.-

No. 13413-Decided July 1, 1935-Opinior by Mr. Chief Justice Butler.
The Valley State Bank sued J. B. Dean and Mary Dean, individually and as administratrix of the estate of Sam M. Dean and her two
children, to foreclose an equitable lien upon land in Baca County, on
the theory that J. B. Dean and Sam Dean were brothers and that they
made an exchange of land whereby the land in question standing in the
name of J. B. Dean was to go to Sam Dean. Sam Dean drew up the
deed and on account of judgments against him inserted his wife, Mary,
as grantee. Sam took the deed and did not record it, but left it with
the plaintiff to secure the payment of indebtedness to the bank. He
partly erased the name of the grantee and authorized the plaintiff in
case of default to complete the erasure and insert its own name and
record the deed. J. B. Dean knew nothing of this erasure. Thereafter, J. B. Dean and Mary and Sam made an arrangement to exchange
the Baca County land in question for land in Morton County, Kansas,
and J. B. conveyed the Kansas land to Mary, and as the deed to Mary
for the Baca County land had not been recorded, and J. B. Dean had
continued in possession the parties considered a reconveyance unnecessary and the Baca County land was not reconveyed to J. B. Dean.
The plaintiff contends that it has an equitable lien upon the Baca
County land to secure the payment of Sam's promissory note and is
entitled to have a foreclosure thereof. Judgment went against the plaintiff below.
1. Where a deed is not only executed but delivered and there are
no executory provisions in it, the rule that any material alteration after
the execution made without the consent of the party sought to be
charged, will render the instrument void, does not apply. Upon delivery of the deed in question the legal title of the land passed to and vested
in Mary Dean and the alteration of the deed did not divest her of her
legal title or vest the title in J. B. Dean.
2. The entire consideration for the Baca County land was given
by Sam. For his own convenience he had it conveyed to his wife.
Where a husband pays the consideration and causes the conveyance to
be made to his wife there is a presumption that he intended it as a gift
or advancement but such presumption is overcome where evidence that
is strong and convincing shows that a gift or advancement was not
intended, in which case a resulting trust arises in favor of the husband.
The evidence in this case negatives any intent on the part of Sam to make
a gift of the property to his wife. His wife held a bare legal title as
trustee for her husband and the property was subject to levy and sale
under execution against him.
3. It is clear that Sam Dean intended to charge his interest in the
property with his deed to the plaintiff, the bank, and the circumstances
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were such as to raise an equitable lien against the real estate in favor of
the plaintiff.
4. While the equitable lien acquired by the plaintiff was good as
against Sam Dean and his heirs and representatives, it was not good nor
enforcible against 3. B. Dean, because when he exchanged his Morton
County land for the Baca County land he had no knowledge or notice
that the plaintiff had or claimed any lien upon the land, and as he
acquired an interest for a valuable consideration, without notice, he took
his interest free of the claim of the plaintiff.
5. As against his co-defendants, J. B. Dean had a right to compel a reconveyance of the Baca County land and the plaintiff is in no
position to complain of the decree quieting title.--Judgment affirmed.

MECHANICS'

LIENS-FORECLOSURE-RIGHT

OF

REDEMPTION-

Twogood vs. Ocaay--No. 13444-DecidedJuly 1, 1935--Opinion by Mr. Chief Justice Butter.
Cauley owned certain real estate and Moberly, a lienor, sued to
foreclose his lien and Gratke, another lienor, intervened. Personal
judgments were rendered against Cauley in favor of the several lien
claimants, including Gratke, and the property was ordered sold to satisfy the liens, which amounted to over $2,000, and at the sale the
property was sold to Twogood for $825 and the share of the proceeds received by Gratke paid only a part of his judgment, whereupon
he immediately filed for record a transcript of his judgment and assigned
the judgment to Ocsay, who filed the assignment for record. She gave
statutory notice of her intention to redeem and tendered to the sheriff
the amount necessary to redeem, and thereupon Twogood commenced
suit below against Ocsay and the sheriff to restrain the sheriff from permitting Ocsay to redeem. Decree entered below that the sheriff receive
the tendered redemption money and issue certificate of redemption.
1. Upon foreclosure sale in mechanic's lien cases, there is the
same right of redemption as in the case of sales of real estate on execution.
2. Where the owner fails to redeem within six months after the
sale the lienor may redeem within ten days after the expiration of the
six months' redemption period.
3. It is contended that Ocsay is not entitled to redeem because
her lien is not subsequent to the lien upon which the sale was held.
Such contention is not good because the mechanic's lien of her assignor
was wiped out by the sale, whereupon he was left with an unsatisfied
judgment but no lien and he subsequently acquired a lien by filing the
transcript of his unsatisfied judgment.
4. When the transcript of the judgment was filed the title to the
property was in Cauley as the sheriff's deed had not issued, and at the
time the lien was acquired, by filing the transcript, Cauley not only
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had the record title but the right of redemption, and the filing of the
transcript attached to Cauley's interest in the property as a lien.
5. In this situation Ocsay, to whom Gratke had assigned his
judgment, was the holder of a lien subsequent to the lien upon which
the sale was held and as such she had the right to redeem.--Judgment

affirmed.
INSURANCE-FRATERNAL
SOCIATION

TO

INSURANCE-POWER OF FRATERNAL AsASSESSMENTS Woodmen of the

INCREASE

World vs. Lamson-No. 13477-Decided June 24, 1935Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
Lamson brought suit below to recover the difference between increased assessments which he was compelled to pay on his insurance certificate and the amount of assessments in force at the time he took out his
contract of insurance, on the theory that the fraternal insurance company was without authority to increase his rate. He recovered below.
1. Where a fraternal benefit association provides in its articles of
incorporation, constitution and by-laws that such association shall have
power to modify and change the constitution, by-laws, rules and regulations at will, and where after issuing a benefit certificate based on a
certain rate, it finds that such rate is insufficient and it is necessary to
increase the rate to prevent financial disaster and protect its further operations, it has the power to amend its constitution, by-laws, rules or
regulations, increasing such rate to a point to properly take care of its
obligations notwithstanding it has issued a benefit certificate based upon
a fixed rate of assessment.-Judgment reversed.
BILLS AND NOTES-AGENCY-AUTHORITY OF AGENT TO ACCEPT

PAYMENT OTHERWISE THAN IN CASH---Garrison vs. Kansas City

Life Insurance Co.-No. 13711 -Decided June 24, 1935--Opinion by Mr. Chief Justice Butler.
The life insurance company brought suit below on a promissory
note given by Garrison for premium on life insurance policy. The note
was endorsed by the agent and sent in to the insurance company, which
thereafter retained possession of the note. The defendant plead payment, in that he claimed that two years after he gave the note to Wilkerson, the agent, the agent agreed to and did accept potatoes in payment of the note. The potatoes were thereupon segregated for Wilkerson and were destroyed by fire.
The insurance company had judgment below.
1. An agent with authority to collect a promissory note has no
authority to accept anything in payment of the note other than money.

Where in a suit on a note the defense is payment of the note
2.
by merchandise to an agent, the defendant must show either express or
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implied authority on the part of such agent to accept such settlement.
Otherwise. such settlement is not binding upon the principal.-Judgment affirmed.
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-DISEASED CONDITION AGGRAVATED
BY INJURY-APPEAL AND ERROR-CERTIFYING CASE BACK TO
COMMISSION FOR FURTHER FINDINGS-The Industrial Commis-

sion et al. vs. Dorchak-No. 13666-Opinion by Mr. Justice
Young.
Proceeding under the Workmen's Compensation Act. The Commission made a finding that claimant was injured in an accident arising
out of and in the course of his employment but that paralysis which
followed was due to diseased condition of creeping palsy that claimant
was afflicted with at the time of the injury, and. that the accident was
the result of his then condition, and denied compensation. On appeal
to the District Court such court remanded the case back to the Commission for specific findings as to whether or not the accident aggravated
the claimant's condition to such extent that he is or is not entitled to
compensation. The employer and insurance carrier sued out writ of
error from this order.
1. The trial court acted within its powers in ordering the cause
back to the Commission for the determination as to whether or not the
injury aggravated a pre-existing diseased condition.
2. The purpose of the Workmen's Compensation Act was to
impose on the District Court the duty of seeing that all issues involved
in the case are determined by the Industrial Commission and if they are
not remand the case for that purpose.
3. Such order of the District Court remanding the case is an
interlocutory order and is not such a final order as is subject to review
by this court.-Writ of error dismissed with directions.
CORPORATIONS-STOCKHOLDERS STATUTORY LIABILITY ON UNPAID
SUBSCRIPTIONS-Frink us. Carman DistributingCo.-No. 13448

-Decided June 24, 1935--Opinion by Mr. Justice Burke.
The Carman Company brought this suit against Frink on his
statutory liability as a holder of unpaid stock of Zott Laundry Co. The
plaintiff recovered below.
1. Where a corporation is organized with both preferred and
common stock and the par value is $100 per share, both for preferred and common, and a person purchases the preferred stock and pays
par value but is given shares of common stock as a bonus and the corporation becomes defunct and owes creditors, such a stockholder is
liable to creditors for the par value of the common stock.
2. Where such stockholder has paid other creditors of the corporation approximately $5,000 he is entitled to a credit for the amount
so paid as against another creditor seeking to enforce the statutory liability.-Judgment reversed in part.
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-LIABILITY

OF PARTNER SERVED-

GARNISHMENT

AGAINST ONE PARTNER-*-Denver National Bank vs. Ben Grimes
-No.
13450-Decided July 8, 1935--Opinion by Mr. Justice
Hilliard.
Suit was brought below against Otis and Company, a co-partnership, and the summons was served upon one Sargeant, a co-partner.
Judgment was entered against the co-partnership and after return of
execution unsatisfied the court at a subsequent term entered judgment
against the partner who was served with summons and execution issued
and First National Bank garnisheed. Judgment was entered against the
garnishee. The garnishee seeks to set aside the judgment.
1. Where several persons are associated in business under a common name the associates may be sued by such common name and summons served on one or more of the associates, but the judgment binds
only the joint property of the associates and the separate property of the
party served.
2. Where judgment was originally entered only against the partnership the court had power to enter judgment against the partner
served with process at a subsequent term. The court had and continued
to have jurisdiction of the partner who had been served and had power
to subsequently enter judgment against him and this would not constitute an amendment to a judgment made after the term.--Judgment
affirmed.
APPEAL AND ERROR-JUDGMENT-CONFLICTING

EVIDENCE SUF-

FICIENCY OF EVIDENCE-Simpson vs. Slee-No. 13432-Decided
June 10, 1935--Opinion by Mr. Justice Campbell.
Action of Slee to recover damages against Simpson for malicious
prosecution of a civil suit. Plaintiff had judgment below.
1. Where evidence is conflicting and there is sufficient evidence
to legally justify the finding of the trial Court, the judgment will not
be set aside.--4udgment affirmed.
DIVORCE--SEPARATE MAINTENANCE-MOTION TO DISMISS WRIT OF

ERROR-Pierce vs. Pierce-No. 13700-Decided June 10, 1935
-Opinion by Mr. Justice Hilliard.
Suit for divorce. Cross-complaint for separate maintenance. Defendant had verdict. Motion filed to dismiss writ of error.
1. The one year within which record in error must be filed in
Supreme Court commences to run from actual entry of final decree
below.
2. Sec. 5605, C. L. 1921, providing that party seeking review of
divorce proceedings must within five days give notice of intention to
apply for writ of error is no longer in effect.
3. Tender of Bill of Exceptions was made in apt time.-Motion
to dismiss writ of error denied.
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEE OF TERMINAL

COMPANY-INTERSTATE COMMERCE-The Denver Union Terminal Railway Co. vs. Industrial Commission et al.-No. 13724
-Decided June 17, 1935-Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
Claimant was employed by Denver Union Terminal Railway Co.
and was engaged in moving interstate mail from one interstate train to
another by terminal company truck at the Union Depot in Denver,
and by a fall was injured in the course of his employment. He was
awarded compensation by the Industrial Commission, which judgment
was affirmed by the District Court.
1. The handling of United States mail across the country is interstate commerce.
2. A terminal company which acts as agent for a number of trunk
railroads in operating a depot and having control of passengers and
of their baggage, is engaged in interstate transportation by this essential
part of the movement. It was the facility and agency relied upon by
interstate railroad companies to complete their engagement, and for
which they could be primarily liable for the acts of its agent.
3. A common carrier does not cease to be such merely because the
services which it renders to the public are performed as agent for
another.
4. An employee of a terminal company engaged in moving interstate mail from one interstate terminal to another is excluded from the
provisions of the Colorado Workmen's Compensation Act, because
such Act does not apply to common carriers engaged in Interstate commerce, nor to their employees.--Judgment reversed.

HIGHWAY-CONDEMNATION-INJUNCTION WHEN INJUNCTION NOT
PROPER REMEDY-Scarland et al. vs. Board of County Commis-

sioners of Jefferson County-No. 13546-DecidedJune 10, 1935
-Opinion by Mr. Justice Holland.
Action in injunction to restrain the relocating of a public highway. The original located road was destroyed by a flood in Bear Creek,
and County Commissioners sought by condemnation proceeding to
acquire new right of way which would cause Bear Creek to intervene
between plaintiff's land and new highway, thus cutting plaintiff off
from egress and ingress to new highway. Demurrer to complaint for
injunction sustained below.
1. Injunction will not lie. Plaintiff's remedy was to intervene
in the condemnation proceedings. If damaged, they had a plain, speedy
and adequate remedy at law by petition in intervention.-Judgment
affirmed.
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